
Chapter 20
The Industrial Revolution & Its Impact

Everyone has to do this!

Review Book (pp 256- 258):  The Agricultural Revolution
1.  What did Cyrus McCormick, Jethro Tull, & Townsend do?
2.  Define Enclosure Movement.     very important

Review Book (pp 258-266):  The Industrial Revolution 
Don’t try to remember all of those  names.  Just recognize them as inventors of the era

(Except:  Arkwrght, & Watt)
Look at how technological advances promote other advances.

Section 1 (582-590):  The Industrial Revolution in Great Britain
Italicized Intro

Reread (3 times) the first sentence of the third paragraph!!!!
Labor intensive =  those fields requiring lots of people  (today: fast food, landscaping, etc)
Capital intensive =  fields requiring lots of equipment (today: electrical production, auto etc)

Origins
1.   Where did the Industrial Revolution Begin?
2.   What’s the time frame of this chapter?
3.   How did the Agricultural Revolution contribute to the Industrial Revolution?
4.   What role did the British Government play in helping the Industrial Revolution along?

  Very important question when we come to economic philosophies!!  remember it!
Technological Changes and New Forms of Industrial Organization

5.   What industry took the lead in the early Industrial Revolution?
6.   Why did Factories develop?
7.   What did James Watt perfect?
8.   How did the railroad contribute to the success of the  industrial revolution?

   9.   Define Cottage Industry.   Use your index to find the description.
 Look at the difference between agricultural and  industrial lifestyles.!!!
   "regular working week" as natural    Now, I bet you never questioned that before.
The Great Exhibition

10.  Do you think mankind’s mission is “to conquer nature to his use”

Section 2 (590-594):  The Spread of Industrialization
Limitations to Industrialization

1.  What was the difference between Britain and the continent regarding the role government 
  took in helping industrialization?

Centers of Continental Industrialization
2.   What's helpful about Germany's Ruhr valley

The Industrial Revolution in the US
3.   Comparing 1860 with 1800, how did the wealthy fare?



Section 3 (594-607):   The Social Impact of the Industrial Revolution
Population Growth

1.  So what's happening to the European population during the 19th century?    WHY???
2.  What’s the Irish social (land) situation?
3.  What is the Great Famine?   How many died?

  “Streets as sewers”  yum "fundamentally death traps"
4.   hold it,checkout WHY people were concerned about the conditions of the poor!!!!

New Social Classes:  The Industrial Middle Class
5. Compare the old definition with  Bourgeoise with the new one that developed.

New Social Classes:  Workers
6.  In the first half of the 19th century, describe the urban workers. 

Standards of Living
That first paragraph is really good.  
7.  According to your book, who were the “real gainers” in terms of the standard of living?

Efforts at Change: The workers  
STOP READING.  The rest of this chapter really belongs in Chapter 21.

Italicized Conclusion
Read this.     “dominating  nature”   “material prosperity”   
“alienation from one’s work”


